Royal Arch Chapter Regalia

1.

The Royal Arch Apron

to be worn by the Companions is to be of white lambskin or white kidskin, from
fourteen to sixteen inches wide and from twelve to fourteen inches deep with
an indented crimson and purple border of two inches width, the crimson part
pointing to the center of the apron, the border of the flap or lappet to be only one
inch wide; in the center of the flap is to be a triangle and within the triangle a triple
T au united to gold spangled embroidery; two gold tassels are to be suspended by
white ribbons two inches wide, coming from under the flap. The linings and
strings shall be white.

2.
The apron of a Z and Past Z of the Chapter shall have the triangle, the linings
the strings and ribbons suspending the tassels of scarlet and may be trimmed
with gold lace and fringe.

3.
The apron of the present and past Officers of Grand Chapter shall have
an indented crimson and purple border four inches wide, the border of the flap or
lappet to be two inches wide, the triangle, the linings, the strings and ribbons
suspending the tassels to be purple.
For elected Officers, emblems of their
office are to be embroidered in the center of the apron with a wreath trimmed with
gold lace and fringe. For appointed Officers emblems in the center of the apron within
a circle, trimmed with gold lace and fringe.

4.

RAM Sash & Jewel

The Sash of the order shall be a ribbon of four inches width, indented crimson and
purple, (purple diamonds showing in the center of the ribbon) with silk fringe at the
ends, and shall be worn on the left shoulder passing obliquely to the right side.
The Sash of the Z and Past Z of Chapters may have a gold fringe or bullion
instead of silk.

5.
The Sash of present and past Officers of Grand Chapter shall be a tri-colour
ribbon of purple, crimson and pale blue, four inches wide with gold fringe or bullion at
the ends.

6. The Jewel of Office worn by present and Past Grand Z’s, as well as the jewels
of the offices of Grand H and Grand J, shall be suspended from a chain collar of gold
or other metal gilt; that of other elected officers from a chain collar of the same or a
ribbon collar of three colours, viz: purple, crimson and pale blue, four inches wide;
appointed officers to wear a similar chain or ribbon collar but with braid edging of a
narrow width.
The Jewel of Office worn by Principals and officers of Chapters is to be
suspended by a chain collar of gold or gilt, or a crimson collar four inches wide.
7.

8.
The Aprons, Collars and Jewels to be worn by the Officers of the Chapter
which opened in the Mark Master Mason or Most Excellent Masters Degrees shall be
the same as those worn in the Holy Royal Arch Degree and Companions shall wear
Royal Arch Regalia.
9.
The Jewel and Keystone of the Order are to be worn by companions on the
left breast either separately or conjointly on a gilt (or gold) and enameled circle,
suspended by a narrow crimson or white ribbon; for Principals and Past Z’s of
Constituent Chapters, crimson ribbon with a center of light blue one-third the width;
and for present and past Officers of Grand Chapter it may be tri-colour corresponding
to the collar; all jewels to be gold or gilt.

Chapter Jewels

10. Zerubbabel 1st Principal.

Z - A Crown irradiated within a triangle

11. Haggai 3rd Principal

H - An All-Seeing Eye, irradiated and within a triangle

12. Joshua 3rd Principal
.

J - The Volume of the Sacred Law, irradiated within a triangle

13. Past Z

The same as the Z, but within a circle.

Robes

14.

Z - A scarlet robe trimmed in ermine.

15.

H - A purple robe.

16.

J - A blue robe.

